
It’s not as easy as it looks! Constant adjustments must be 

made to keep the Poles parallel—if not, the Basket, and  

its contents will spill or drop. How do you move over,  

under, and through obstacles? Or, exchange balls or bean 

bags from one pair’s Basket to the next pair’s  

Basket?  It takes good communication and cooperative 

creativity! The key components are rubber clips that snap 

into the  Baskets. The clips offer two ways to carry the 

Poles; either loosely by sliding the poles under downward 

facing grooves (gravity keeps the Basket on the Poles); or, 

firmly by snapping the Poles into the outward-facing “C’-

clips. The Poles can also be used alone to balance and roll 

down balls without the Baskets. They make great wands as 

well. Constructed of high-impact plastic that will never 

kink or break. Offered in sets of two pair with clips and 

two Baskets; or, in sets of 6 CCOOLLOORRZZ. The activity guides 

shows more than 2 dozen challenges. 

TeamPolesTeamPolesTMTM  
 Communicating,  Balancing, and Moving                                   



SnapSnap--On PoleOn Pole  

              “Clip”“Clip”  

Pole “Rests” For BasketPole “Rests” For Basket  

  PickPick--Ups & ExchangesUps & Exchanges  



Set of 6 

TeamKitsTeamKits™ ™   

Communication and constant physical  
adjustments keep the Poles parallel—if not, 
the Basket and its contents will spill. Move 
over, under, and through obstacles and  
toss or “pour” objects from basket-to-basket. 
The key components are rubber clips that 
snap into the Baskets. The clips offer two 
ways to carry the Poles; with gravity by  
sliding the poles under downward facing 
grooves; or, firmly by snapping the Poles  
into the outward facing “C’-clips. The Poles 
can also be used alone to balance and roll 
balls, or as wands. Constructed of high  
impact plastic that will never kink or break.  
Sold in sets of 2 pair with clips and two  
Baskets (colors vary); or, in sets of 6 pair  
in CCOOLLOORRZZ. Included activity guides with 
more than 2 dozen challenges. 

TeamPolesTeamPolesTMTM  

6” dia. “wide mouth” Baskets make dozens of catch, 
toss, balance, and cooperative games possible. 5” 
long handles keep the hands close to the Basket  
basin for easy control and feel. Remove the handles 
and use the Baskets for stacking, ground targets, or 
storage. Each set also includes 6 free scooter arms 
that snap onto all square handled scooters. This  
accessory transforms your scooters into rolling game 
baskets for enhanced scooter activities. Sold in sets 
of 6 CCOOLLOORRZZ. Guide included.              

                                 

KatchKatch--AA--Basket™ Basket™   

Communication, maneuvering and spacing gets your 
team in position around the pickup object. Stretch the 

rubber ring at the center of the Web to “surround”  
the Basket or ball. Move inward to “squeeze” the 

band tightly around the object before picking it up. 
Now your team can move it to the next destination! 

Attached to each center ring are 10 removable nylon 
support ropes with Velcro connectors. Each Web 

includes a Basket and activity guide. 

TeamWebs™ TeamWebs™  

Team Building Made Affordable... 

2 Pair Set    Or    6 Pair Set 

HumanHoops™ HumanHoops™   
Simply weave the “D”-ring  
buckle belts through the      

Basket webbing and  
secure around the waist to 
instantly create a moving,    

catching, and tossing  
human basketball goal! 

Toss foam or fleece balls 
between teammates to 

catch-and-place into the 
Basket, or use the tummy 
or chest as a “backboard” 

for basket-ball-like  
shooting score. Set  

includes 6 Baskets in 
CCOOLLOORRZZ  and 6 belts. Also 

usable with flag belts.  

Set of 6 


